Abstract: The coding of a transmitted signal by a maximum-length sequence (M-sequence) is employed in the pulse-echo method with pulse compression for ultrasonic distance measurement. To estimate the distance, the time of flight (TOF) of an echo is determined from the cross-correlation function between the received signal and the reference signal that corresponds to the transmitted signal. When codes of the received signal and the reference signal match, a high correlation value is obtained in the cross-correlation function. On the other hand, when they do not match, a low correlation value is obtained. In the case of the finite-length M-sequence code, however, truncation noise is generated at the beginning and end of the cross-correlation function. In this study, truncation noise in autocorrelation functions of all patterns of M-sequence codes is quantitatively evaluated from the 4th order to the 15th order. The peak amplitude and intensity of truncation noise vary depending on the patterns of M-sequence codes. Therefore, they can be reduced by selecting suitable M-sequence codes.
INTRODUCTION
The pulse-echo method is one of the typical methods for ultrasonic distance measurement. In this method, the time of flight (TOF) of an echo is determined to estimate the distance [1] [2] [3] [4] . To improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the echo and the distance resolution in the measurement, pulse compression has been introduced to the pulse-echo method [5, 6] . An ultrasonic wave with a sharp autocorrelation characteristic, which is the signal modulated by frequency sweep [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] or coded by pseudorandom sequences [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , is transmitted in pulse compression. Then, the received signal, which includes an echo, is correlated with the reference signal that corresponds to the transmitted signal. The TOF of the echo is determined from the cross-correlation function.
A maximum-length sequence (M-sequence), which is one of the binary pseudo-random sequences, is used to code the transmitted signal [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . When codes of the received signal and the reference signal match, a high correlation value is obtained in the cross-correlation function. On the other hand, when they do not match, a low correlation value is obtained. In the case of a finitelength code of the transmitted signal, however, unwanted correlation values, which are called truncation noise, are obtained at the beginning and end of the cross-correlation function. If 1 cycle of the M-sequence code is used to code the transmitted signal, the SNR of the correlation peak is degraded by the surrounding truncation noise. Therefore, 3 cycles of the M-sequence code are used to remove the truncation noise around the correlation peak. However, the measurement period is lengthened to transmit the long coded signal.
In this paper, the characteristics of truncation noise in autocorrelation functions of M-sequence codes are described. A different truncation noise is generated from a different M-sequence code. Therefore, all patterns of truncation noise are quantitatively evaluated in M-sequences from the 4th order to the 15th order. Then, the suitable M-sequence code for suppressing the effect of the truncation noise is studied.
GENERATION OF M-SEQUENCE AND TRUNCATION NOISE
An M-sequence is one of the binary pseudo-random sequences generated from a linear feedback shift resister (LFSR), as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The order of the Msequence is determined by the length of the LFSR. In the case of an nth-order M-sequence, 2 n À 1 binary words consisting of 1 (True) and À1 (False) are sequentially generated from the LFSR. In this paper, the set of 2 n À 1 binary words is called the M-sequence code. When the number or position of feedback taps in the LFSR changes, a different M-sequence is generated. Furthermore, when the initial position of sequential binary words in the M-sequence changes, a different M-sequence code is generated.
Cross-correlation of the transmitted/received code, which is 3 cycles of the M-sequence code, and the reference code, which is 1 cycle of the M-sequence code, is illustrated in Fig. 2 . In the case of the 3rd-order Msequence, the correlation value is 7 when the codes match. Then, the correlation value is À1 when the codes do not match. Furthermore, the correlation values fluctuate at the beginning and end of the cross-correlation function. These unwanted correlation values are truncation noise. When 1 cycle of the M-sequence code is used for measurement, the correlation peak is surrounded by truncation noise. In the case of lower-order M-sequences, therefore, the SNR of the correlation peak is severely degraded. To remove the truncation noise around the correlation peak, 3 cycles of the M-sequence code are typically used. The degradation of the SNR can be canceled by using the inner correlation peak for the determination of the TOF, because the peak is free of truncation noise. However, the measurement period is lengthened to transmit a long M-sequence-modulated signal.
CHARACTERISTICS OF TRUNCATION NOISE
A different M-sequence is generated from a different feedback-tap-pattern LFSR. For example, in the cases of 4th-, 5th-, and 6th-order M-sequences, there are 2, 6, and 6 patterns of LFSRs, respectively, as illustrated in Figs Truncation noise of all patterns of M-sequence codes is examined. In this paper, the truncation noise is defined as Tables 1 and 2 . In the case of the 5th-and 6th-order M-sequences, the characteristics of truncation noise generated from different Msequences seem to be similar. Therefore, the characteristics of truncation noises vary depending on the initial position of binary words. In this paper, the suitable M-sequence code is defined as that where the peak amplitude of truncation noise is minimum. Furthermore, the intensity of truncation noise is 
EVALUATION OF TRUNCATION NOISE
Truncation noise of all patterns of M-sequence codes from the 7th order to the 15th order is also evaluated. The numbers of feedback-tap patterns in LFSRs and the initialposition patterns of binary words in each-order M-sequence are indicated in Table 3 . The patterns of M-sequence codes are estimated from the product of the feedback-tap and initial-position patterns. Then, the patterns of truncation noise are half that of M-sequence codes.
The characteristics of all patterns of truncation noise in M-sequences from the 7th order to the 15th order are illustrated in Fig. 12 . Then, maximum and minimum peak amplitudes and intensities of truncation noise in M- 7  18  127  8  16  255  9  48  511  10  60  1023  11  176  2047  12  144  4095  13  630  8191  14  756  16383  15  1800  32767 sequences from the 4th order to the 15th order are illustrated in Fig. 13 . Furthermore, the ratios of maximum values to minimum values are also illustrated in Fig. 13 . Maximum and minimum peak amplitudes of truncation noise decrease as the order of M-sequence is increased. Ratios of peak amplitudes are from 1.6 to 2. Similarly, maximum and minimum intensities of truncation noise also decrease as the order of M-sequence is increased. However, ratios of intensities approach 1 as the order of M-sequence is increased. When selection an M-sequence code from among the various M-sequence codes, the M-sequence code with the least peak amplitude and intensity in its truncation noise is suitable. In the case of a higher-order M-sequence, maximum peak amplitudes are higher than minimum peak amplitudes by more than 1.6 times.
However, differences between maximum and minimum intensities are very small. Therefore, an M-sequence code with a low peak amplitude can be used even if the intensity is relatively high.
CONCLUSIONS
In pulse compression using a finite-length M-sequence code, truncation noise is generated at the beginning and end of the correlation function. When 1 cycle of the Msequence code is used for measurement, the SNR of the correlation peak is degraded by the surrounding truncation noise. In this study, truncation noise in autocorrelation functions of all patterns of M-sequence codes was quantitatively evaluated in M-sequences from the 4th order to the 15th order. Ratios of maximum to minimum peak amplitudes of truncation noise were from 1.6 to 2. Then, those of intensities approached 1 as the order of the Msequence was increased. Peak amplitudes and intensities of truncation noise can be reduced by selecting suitable M-sequence codes. Therefore, the degradation of the SNR can be suppressed even if only 1 cycle of the M-sequence code must be used. 
